
With a single gesture, using
a hex key, you will have a
direct access to secured
areas, greatly reducing the
risk of injuries and the loss of
time a traditional metallic
system would offer.
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SAFETY NETS

CHOOSING HYDRALFOR,
it's ensuring a maximum return
on your investment

Easy assembly
on site

On time delivery

Longlasting
products

Easy maintenance

Entirely adapted to
your needs
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opening mechanism

INNOVATING

UNIQUE
SIMPLIFIED&

HYDRALFOR



Transparent net that allows you to see

the equipment at any time

UV resistant

Cold-proof

Fire retardant

22% polyester net covered 

with 78% PVC

22oz yellow vinyl heat sealed contour

Corrosion resistant eyelets

Heat sealed contour to prevent water

and dirt infiltration in the fold of the

fabric

Because the

of your employees
is a priority,
offer a safer work
environment while
saving time and money

SECURITY
SECURITY
SECURITY

Technical informations
HEAT SEALED CONTOURS

Our unique heat sealing process that
replaces traditional seams for the
contour of our safety net protection
systems greatly increases its
resistance to the elements,
preventing infiltrations.

A SAFER WORKPLACE

From conception to manufacturing,
our safety net protection system gives
you peace of mind regarding machine

protection as recommended by the
CNESST and other safety codes.
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A unique and simplified innovating

opening mechanism

Much lighter than a traditional metallic

protection system

Bilateral opening

Compatible with emergency pull cords

Easier maintenance in the protected

areas

Quick access to the equipment by

simply sliding the net to the side

Safer work environment

Our protection system is completely versatile and
adaptable according to your projects, whether for an
existing installation or for a new construction.


